ENHANCED 72 LINERS
™

FOR FAST TURNS, BEST FINISH,
& INCREASED PROFITS
TS
Enhanced™ 72s are our highperformance liners that are the
result of a proprietary growing
formula and unique tray design
that contribute to better branching, more consistent flowering,
and a shorter crop time for you.
This means you can increase the
number of crop turns for early
season sales or implement a later
production start for greenhouse
energy savings, both of which
translate into increased profits.

THE SECRET TO ENHANCED 72s SUCCESS
■

■

■

■
■
■

■

All liners are lit, spaced, PRG’d and pinched before shipping to decrease finish time
–typically 3-4 weeks vs 5-8 with standard liners
Grown out in trays of 6 strips of 12 liners for more spacing resulting in healthier roots
and consistent finish – compact, better branched and toned plants
Shipped as full trays of 72, so you get the benefits of spacing along with the efficiency
of increased plant material
No additional PGR’s or pinching needed reducing chemical and labor costs
Available only in crops that benefit the most from these treatments
Quick turn programs allow you to turn more product out of the greenhouse or begin
production later in the season for increased efficiency and more profit
Excellent sell-through at retail; extended shelf-life

GO & GROW™ 72 ENHANCED
GROWER KIT
ORDERING MADE EASY

Butterfly Argyranthemum Grown
with Enhanced™ 72 Liners
2 Weeks After Planting

This solution-based package takes the
guess work out of ordering. Kit includes
24 top-selling varieties as well as
everything a grower needs to plant out
for retail sales including containers,
trays, growing instructions, and merchandising materials. Single line item
and convenient one-stop order form
makes for easy and fast ordering.
See page 48 for more information.

Butterfly Argyranthemum Grown
with Enhanced™ 72 Liners
3-4 Weeks After Planting

Liner Size

72 (6 Strips of 12)

Liner Ship Weeks

Primarily 9-22

Suggested Container Size

4.25” Grande™ / 4.5” Classic™

Liners Per Container

1

Crop Time (Wks)

3-4

